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Abstract

more traditional one of partitioning the SCG onto an
existing computational device (e.g. a VLSI device). In
this work, we have been in uenced by the occam 2 language and transputer architectures [2]. Furthermore,
since the generation of SCGs is well known (see for example [3]), we assume that the SCG for a particular
systolic algorithm is given.
We develop a graph-based notation to represent an
SCG and note that there are similarities with the notation given in [4]. The principal advantage of our
formalism is that it allows for both the de nition and
partitioning of the SCG in an integrated model. A
discussion of the applicability of other formal models
appears in [5].
This paper is organized as follows. A particular
systolic computation graph which we use to represent
a given input algorithm is presented in the next section. In Section 3, the technique used to construct the
program structure is presented while details resulting
from the use of this technique are given in Section 4.
Concluding remarks are given in Section 5.

We propose a technique which essentially constructs a set of program structures, each representing
a valid parallel implementation of a sequentially specied program. Our approach is based on partitioning a
systolic computation graph and the subsequent mappings of the computations involved to processors in a
multicomputer environment. We show that the partitioning and mapping processes induce a speci c processor topology dependent on the partitioning strategy used. The processing requirements based on the
topology imply a speci c program structure. Details of
such resulting program structures are discussed. The
formalism contained in this paper is useful for the construction of automated tools to support the generation
of parallel program codes.
Keywords: Generic Program Structures, Concurrent Program Archetype, Graph Partitioning and
Mapping, Systolic Computations

1 Introduction
In this paper, we present a technique which essentially
constructs a set of program structures, each representing a valid parallel implementation of a given systolic
algorithm. By program structures we mean the de nition and interrelation of program modules together
with their interface and implementation descriptions.
We consider that the program structures model different types of implementations similar to concurrent
program archetypes [1].
Our approach is based on partitioning a reduced
data dependency graph (often referred to as a systolic
computation graph (SCG)) representing a systolic algorithm and the subsequent mappings of the computations involved to processors in a multicomputer environment. In this paper, we are primarily interested
in the cause-e ect relationship between partitioning
the SCG and the resulting induced program structure.
Note that we investigate a di erent problem than the
 Partially supported by NSERC doctoral fellowship.
yPartially supported by NSERC grant, OGP0089.

2 Systolic Computation Graph
Generally, the geometry of a systolic array is represented by a directed graph (see for example [4]). We
denote the geometry of an arbitrary systolic array as
G = (V; E;  ; + ), where V is the set of vertices, E
is the set of directed edges, and  ; + are functions
which map E to V with  (e); + (e) representing the
source and destination nodes respectively for the edge
e 2 E . The degree of a vertex is denoted by deg(v ). We
denote by F the set of computations associated with
all v 2 V . The data sequencing of the inputs has both
time and space dimensions. We denote a datum value
by d and de ne the data sequencing as I = (E I ; +I ; & I )
where E I is the set of directed edges not in E that correspond to the paths of the data, +I is a function which
maps E I to V representing the destination node for
each e 2 E I , and & I is a scheduling function which establishes a time-ordered sequence for the data items as-

sociated with each edge: & I (e 2 E I ; d) 7! f0; 1; 2; : : :g.
We de ne an SCG, s, as s = (G; I; F ). This represents a generalization of previous de nitions relating to
systolic arrays (see for example [3]) In certain cases, the
progression of computations in s will exhibit a wavefront property. This has often been referred to as a
wavefront array [6].
Let A denote a given input systolic algorithm. Note
that A has the usual systolic constraints [3]. There are
several systolic array design methodologies which may
be used to transform A into s (see for example [3, 7]);
moreover, such synthesis techniques often result in a
family of di erent SCGs.
We denote by G^ a restricted SCG as exempli ed
in Figure 1 and note that: (a) G^ has the wavefront
property and (b) there is a single source and sink for
data. These properties provide for a mechanism to
allow parallel processing and to simplify the coding requirements, respectively.
Due to the impact on I and F by the single
source and sink property of G^ , we consider alternative de nitions for I and F . Speci cally, we denote
by I^ = (E I^; +I^ ; &iI^) and F^ , the newly transformed
data sequencing and the set of computation functions,
^ I^; F^ ) and
respectively. Therefore we de ne s^ = (G;
^ = (V^ ; E;
^ + ;  ). Further details of the properties
G
of G^ appear in [5].

3 Partitioning of the Systolic
Computation Graph
In this section, several space and time partitioning
schemes are presented. We are interested here in those
aspects of partitioning which induce program structures and not in the partitioning of the systolic graphs
for purposes of mapping onto speci c computational
devices.
3.1

Notation

We embed G^ into the Cartesian plane such that the origin coincides with the source vertex in G^ . Vertices in
^ are identi ed by vi;j 2 V , where i; j 2 f0; 1; 2; : : :g,
G
such that for speci c values of i; j , (i; j ) is a point
in the x-y plane. Consequently, all e 2 E have an
associated direction vector from the set f(0,1), (1,0),
(1,1)g. We denote by fi;j the computation associated
with vi;j , fi;j 2 F . A sequence of computations is
denoted by (fi0 ;j0 ; fi1 ;j1 ; : : :) and the set of such sequences, such that each sequence is independent of any
other sequence, is denoted by F  . The arguments to
a particular function, where necessary, are denoted as
f (d0 ; d1 ; : : :).
We denote by c a simple curve which induces a cut
of G^ . Furthermore, c is restricted such that it does
not pass through any vertex in G^ . We group related

curves together (where the relation is based on some set
of characteristics, for example, lines having the same
slope) and denote this set by C. We denote by  a set
of related sets of curves,  = fC1 ; C2 ; : : : ; C g. The
collection  essentially groups several C sets together
which result in the same program structure. Note that
this collection has the same parallel implementation.
We also consider the temporal partitioning of G^ .
We de ne an input wave, W , as the collection of data
inputs given to s at the same time: Wi : I j& I (8e 2
E I ; d) 7! i. Let c provide a cut of the time line. Consequently, c partitions the input waves into two sets of
waves or wave regions.
In this paper, we consider two particular characteristic sets of curves: Diagonal (d ) and Orthogonal (o ).
The characteristic for d is that all lines in d have the
form, y = x + b, while for o , the lines have either the
form y = b or x = b, but not both. Additionally, we
also consider a Temporal partitioning (t ). Lastly, the
Null partition (s ) represents the absence of any partition and may be considered as a special case of the
others.
We de ne an augmented graph of G^ as G^ 0 =
^
  ; + ), where E is a set of diagonal edges
(V ; E^ [ E;
perpendicular to the set of diagonal edges in E^ such
that  (e 2 E ) = vi;j and + (e 2 E ) = vi+1;j 1 . The
incorporation of E edges in the graph does not change
the behavior of s in any way.
Finally, we de ne the processor topology of a parallel machine as a graph Gp =(V p;E p;p ;+p ). A node
p
vi+1 2 V p denotes a vertex such that 9e 2 E p j+ (e) =
p
vi+1 and  (e) = vi . In subsequent discussions, we
show that Gp is a graph consisting of supernodes and
superedges, and moreover represents the derived processor topology that a parallel machine should have in
order to execute a program based on this graph.
Figure 1 illustrates some of the notation introduced
above for a 5 by 5 array size. The directions of the axes
are shown in the upper left part of the gure and the
actual origin is indicated by the lled in node. The
input data is applied to the source, that is, to the single edge e 2 E I^, +I^ (e) = v0;0 . This edge is identi ed
by the dashed arrow pointing to the source or origin
node. Two input waves, W0 and W1 , are shown by
the light dashed lines. Edges in I are shown by light
dashed arrows only for W0 . The example curves cd , co
and ct from d ; o , and t respectively, are shown by
heavy dashed lines.
3.2

Partitioning Process

In this subsection, a processor graph is constructed by
applying a partition to the SCG. C(^s) 7! Gp . The
algorithm we propose to construct Gp is given in Figure 2. Essentially, this algorithm maps each block of
the partition to a unique vertex in V p and edges in
each cutset to a unique edge in E p . In this algorithm,

we use the augmented graph G^ 0 . For all edges in G^ 0 , if
an edge intersects with a c 2 C then source and sink
vertices of that edge are added to the supernode set of
V p if required and that edge is added to the superedge
set of E p . This case represents Steps 1a-1c in Figure 2. However, if the edge does not intersect with any
c, then the source and sink vertices of that edge are
added to the same supernode graph if necessary; also,
the edge itself is added to the supernode graph that
contains the source node of that edge. Under certain
conditions, the graphs of two supernodes may need to
be merged together. The non-intersecting case represents Steps 2a-2e in Figure 2. Further discussion of the
partitioning algorithm appears in [5].
We consider that edges in E p represent external (i.e. processor-to-processor) communication while
edges in E which are contained in V p represent internal
communication.

Lemma 1

is a minimum graph satisfying the computation requirements given by s.
Gp

Proof.

The proof is by contradiction. Assume Gp is not a minimum graph. Then, any edge in E p can be removed.
However, by the partitioning algorithm, each edge in
E p corresponds to an edge in E which intersects and
thus crosses a cut line; also each vertex in V p is a graph
consisting of the vertices of a block of partition. The
removal of an edge would clearly violate the requirement that two blocks of partition are interconnected
by an edge which crosses the cut line. The removal of
a vertex from V p would cause the associated graph of
the supernode to disappear. Thus, Gp is a minimum
graph.
2
p
p
Lemma 2 Given
s^ and o , o (^
s) 7! fG1 ; G2 ; : : : ; GpG g,
p

where each Gi has the following characteristics:
1. 9v1 ; v2 2 Vip such that deg(v1 ) = deg(v2 ) = 1
2. 8v 2 Vip fv1 ; v2 g; deg(v) = 2
3. 8e 2 Eip ; 9vj 2 Vip such that p (e) = vj and
p
+ (e) = vj +1

Proof.

Since o is a set of a nite number of sets of C, we can
enumerate all of the resulting Gp by applying the partition algorithm to each C 2  . Assume all c 2 C (where
C 2 o) are of the form x = b. Then, after applying
the partition algorithm, all edges in E p have direction
vectors of f(1,0),(1,1)g. For all such edges, e, with direction vector (1; 0),  (e) is contained in a vk 2 Vip
and + (e) is contained in a vl 2 Vip with k 6= l. Moreover, 9ep 2 Eip jp (ep ) = vk and +p (ep ) = vl . Edges
with direction vector (1; 1) result in the same vk ; vl .
The case for y = b is similar. The three conditions
given in the lemma summarize these results.
2

p
p
Lemma 3 Given
s^ and d , d (^
s) 7! fG1 ; G2 ; : : : ; GpG g,
p

where each Gi has the following characteristics:

1. 9v1 ; v2 2 Vip such that deg(v1 ) = deg(v2 ) = 1
2. 8v 2 Vip fv1 ; v2 g; deg(v) = 2
3. 8e 2 Eip ; 9vj 2 Vip such that p (e) =
p
p
p
+ (e) = vj +1 ,  (e) = vj +1 and + (e) = vj

vj ,

Proof.
The proof follows that for Lemma 2.

2

We now turn our attention to the temporal partitioning case, t . The wave independence restriction
is de ned as follows: for two consecutive waves, Wi
and Wi+1 , all sequences in F  that contain a function fi operating on a data element from Wi+1 cannot also contain a function fj operating on a data element from Wi . For example, f0;0(d1 ; d2 ; d3 ) will always
have d1 ; d2 ; d3 2 Wj as would f1;1 ; thus, the sequence
(f0;0 ; f1;1 ), does not violate the wave independence restriction. However, the sequence (f0;1 ; f1;2 ) does violate this restriction since for f0;1 (d1 ; d2 ; d3 ), d1 would
be from Wi while d2 and d3 would be from Wi+1 . In
the following discussion, for simplicity, we do not show
function arguments for fi;j . Note that this may result in the appearance of duplicate function sequences.
When multiple computations of A are required, t is
restricted in such a way that these multiple computations are carried out independently (e.g. multiple
matrix multiplications for di erent sets of input matrices).

Lemma 4 Given W , s^, t and vi;j 2 V^ such that
0  i; j  N and two waves Wi and Wi+1 that are contained in the distinct wave regions induced by t do not
violate the wave independence restriction, t (^s) 7! F 
Proof.
Consider the wave W0 . At t0 , the computation of
f0;0 occurs followed by f1;1 at t1 , thus the ordered set
of operations (f0;0 ; f1;1 ; : : : ; fN;N ), where the function
arguments for the functions in this set are data items
from W0 . Consider now W1 together with W0 . Again,
the ordered set, (f0;0 ; f1;1 ; : : : ; fN;N ) with function arguments from W0 , exists. There is, additionally, a
new ordered set consisting of the same operations,
however, the function arguments are from W1 . As
well, the two new ordered sets, (f0;1 ; f1;2 ; : : : ; fN 1 )
and (f1;0 ; f2;1; : : : ; fN 1 ) exist. We consider all
groupings of waves and the subsequent collections
of function sequences in similar manner. Thus,
F
= f(f0;0; f1;1 ; : : : ; fN;N ); (f0;0 ; f1;1 ; : : : ; fN;N );
(f0;1 ; f1;2 ; : : : ; fN 1); (f1;0 ; f2;1 ; : : : ; fN 1 ); : : : ; fF  g2

We conclude [5] from Lemma 4 that F  can be computed by the standard processor farming technique [2].
Consequently, we adopt a single linear chain of processors for convenience in this paper and note that such
a processor chain is a special case of a general star
network commonly used for processor farms.
In summary, the processor topologies derived from
Lemmas 2, 3 and 4 refer to the example partitions
shown in Figure 1, and these are as follows: o (orthogonal) - linear uni-directional topology (illustrated
in Figure 3), d (diagonal) - linear bidirectional topology (illustrated in Figure 4), t (temporal) - linear bidirectional topology (an implementation of a processor
farm), and s (sequential) - single processor.

4 Program Structures
In this section, we present the program structure of a
given high level language program necessary to implement A on a multicomputer, for example, with topologies as described by Lemmas 2, 3 and 4. We concentrate on de ning aspects of cohesion and coupling [8].
^ I^ and F^
From Section 3, A is represented by G;
p
^
^
where G and F are embedded in G . A v 2 V p therefore speci es a subset of F^ together with the specication of any necessary internal communication requirements. We denote by MsF this computational
process associated with a v 2 V p . Also, an e 2 E p
represents required communication between speci c instantiations of MsF that is not speci ed by F^ . Consequently, we denote by MsR the communication routing
indicated by E p .
Due to the single source and sink property of G^ ,
the e ect of I^ in Gp reduces to the abstraction of `input/output' module (i.e. that which allows input to
and from F^ ). Additionally, there is the requirement
for data input and output to and from secondary storage (e.g. le storage). We denote this module by MsIO .
The de nitions of the communication speci c data
types including both variable and channel typing
needed by the previously discussed modules are contained in the `communications module' denoted by
MsCM . Process instantiation and allocation of processes to processors is provided by the `con guration
module' denoted by MsC .
We denote by Ms the software system necessary to
implement A in parallel on a topology derived by the
application of the partitioning algorithm. From the
above discussion, Ms is composed of a set of distinct
software modules: Ms = fMsF ; MsIO ; MsR ; MsC ; MsCM g.
These ve software modules are necessary components,
since the removal of any one module makes the implementation infeasible.
The three relationships IS-COMPONENT-OF ,
USES and INSTANTIATES are de ned to refer to
the types of module interconnections in Ms . The rst

two are well known relationships in software design, for
example, our use is similar to the include and use relationships in HOOD [9]. We de ne INSTANTIATES as
the relation whose domain and range is Ms such that
M1 INSTANTIATES M2 means that M1 must execute
so that a copy of M2 is instantiated. Implicit in this
discussion is the fact that one or more modules of Ms
are generic modules. These relationships are shown in
Figure 5.
The Ms represents a required basis set of software
modules necessary to implement A. Variations in the
software design may be accommodated by corresponding variations in the de nition of Ms . The e ect of
the partitioning strategy is principally realized in the
internal de nition of each module, and consequently
to some extent, also in the interfaces of the modules.
This also impacts upon the precise de nition of Ms .
Since the primary purpose of MsF is to perform the
computation, we consider the following three procedural objects in its interface (see Figure 5): Compute,
Accept-Work-Packet and Produce-WorkPacket. The
latter two provide the functions required to input and
output the data to and from the computation process.
The Compute process re ects computations in F or F  ;
its details also depend upon  .
There are two procedural objects in MsR (see Figure 5) corresponding to the transmitting and receiving functions of a communications router. These procedures are named Transmitter and Receiver (although their functionality may not be strictly restricted to transmission and receiving only). The internal functions of these procedures depend on  .
There are four functions incorporated into MsIO
(see Figure 5): Secondary-Storage provides for the
input/output to the user or host and is, to a large
extent, invariant of a partitioning strategy. The
Control-Work-Packet procedure controls the nature
of the input/output to the computing worker processes
while Work-In and Work-Out perform the actual input
and output of the data. The implementation details of
the second procedure are dependent on  . The latter
two procedures are connected to, usually, the procedures in MsR .
Note that there are implementation details which
are not strictly dependent upon the partitioning strategy as well as the input algorithm. Consequently,
there may exist additional external speci cation of Ms
which, for example, specify the nature of bu ered communications (single, double or triple bu ering) in the
farming implementation. This additional speci cation
is a programming implementation issue and we do not
consider it further in this paper.
We denote by Ms the de nition of Ms resulting
from the partitioning strategy. From the above discussion the following lemma follows.

Lemma 5 Given s^ and  ,  (^s) 7! Ms.

We have manually coded several implementations
derived from the partitionings presented in this paper [5, 10]. One part of a particular implementation is
discussed below as a speci c example of the modules
discussed herein.
Figure 6 shows the occam 2 pseudocode for MsIO
resulting from t being applied to the matrix multiplication algorithm. The Secondary-Storage procedure
is shown as the comment User input/output near the
top of the gure (a folding editor has been used, consequently, this is a fold comment; the fold contains the
program code).
The Control-Work-Packet procedure is shown in
its two parts in Figure 6. Step 1 is a folded comment
wherein the initial set of computations is farmed out
to all of the available worker processes and Step 2 is
a folded comment wherein the Control-Work-Packet
procedure waits until one of the worker processes becomes available due to the completion of a prior scheduled computation. The Work-Out and Work-In procedures are not explicitly shown in the gure. However,
the calls to these functions are contained in the I/O
Transmitter and I/O Receiver sections of the code, respectively. Clearly, there is a very high coupling between the latter three procedures; consequently, it may
be convenient to disregard this module de nition and
consider an alternative, for example, one which merges
these three procedures together.

5 Conclusion
We have shown that the partitioning and mapping processes of a systolic computation graph induce an associated set of program structures for a parallel implementation of the input algorithm. We have established this in two parts: rstly, we have shown that
the partitioning and mapping processes induce a speci c processor topology associated with each partitioning strategy (see Lemmas 2, 3 and 4) and secondly, we
have shown that the program processing requirements
based on the topology imply a speci c program structure. The details of the resulting program structure
have been provided. Furthermore, certain details of
the resulting program structures are induced by the
partitioning strategy (see Lemma 5).
The program structures derived by our method constitute a basis parallel implementation, and certain implementation speci c information may be later added
to the derived program structures.
The formalism contained in this paper assists in
the construction of automated tools to support the
generation of program code according to the proposed
methodology, for example, see [11]. We have also applied the proposed technique in context of developing
a compiler for high performance computers [10].
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Choose C 2  .
Let Gp be an empty graph initially.
For all edges e in G^ 0 do
BEGIN
There are two possibilities: either e intersects with a c 2 C
or it does not.
1. If e intersects with c then
BEGIN
(a) if  (e) is not already part of the graph of a
supernode, then
Vp
V p [  (e),
(b) if + (e) is not already part of the graph of a
supernode, then
Vp
V p [ + (e),
(c) add e to the superedge ep 2 E p such that
 (ep ) contains  (e) and + (ep ) contains
+ (e).
END
2. Otherwise
BEGIN
(a) if  (e) is in the graph of a supernode and
+ (e) is not in the same graph, then
add + (e) to the graph of a supernode containing  (e),
(b) if + (e) is in the graph of a supernode and
 (e) is not in the same graph, then
add  (e) to the graph of the supernode containing + (e),
(c) if neither  (e) nor + (e) is in any graph of a
supernode in V p , then
add them both to the same supernode,
(d) if  (e) and + (e) are contained in two di erent vertices in V p , then
merge the subgraphs of both vertices in V p together along with all associated edges of those
vertices,
(e) add e to the supernode containing  (e).
END
END

Figure 2: Partitioning algorithm
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SEQ
... Local files and declarations used.
... User input/output
... Transpose matrix B. -- required by the input/output controls below.
PAR
-- I/O Transmitter
SEQ
... Step 1: Output work packets (one per available worker processors).
... Step 2: Wait for information from I/O Receiver; output a new work packet.
-- Receiver
SEQ
... Wait for a result
... Inform transmitter that a processor is available
:

Figure 6: The occam 2 pseudocode showing a particular coding of MsIO for matrix multiplication with
a farming implementation.

